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Dear clients and business associates,

This newsletter touches on the themes of handling and logistics.

Appropriate handling of your parts during storage and

transportation at the factory or on the way to you is of great

importance for the quality thereof. In recent months we made

certain investments in these fields and improved the whole cycle.

By now four machines and units were equipped with loading cranes;

three machining centers have vacuum clamping systems. 

Sincerely yours,

Matthias Vetter, Stefan Vetter and Till Wuertemberger

DeliveryDeliveryDeliveryDelivery

As for clients in the neighborhood (Pforzheim and Enzkreis) we

deliver them goods mainly by our own vehicles. All other clients

within the country and abroad receive our deliveries exclusively

through reliable courier services and forwarding agencies which

work with proper vehicles and experienced freight forwarders:

In order to reduce forwarding costs we make supplies to our clients

with UPS, DHL and TNT at their own expense (but on better terms). 

Our delivery van with place for 3 EUR-pallets

Reusable case, closable, suitable for lift truck

The crane for heavy work pieces 
or pre-equipped clamping systems
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Reusable casesReusable casesReusable casesReusable cases

Reusable cases designed specially for your parts offer

maximum protection during transport and effectively contribute

to environmental programs of a company. Configuration and

lettering are subject to individual discussion. For small parts

there are Euro stacking containers with blister pack. Both are

also with ESD protection available. 

Intraplant transportationIntraplant transportationIntraplant transportationIntraplant transportation

Immediately after the delivered materials are inspected on

receipt and approved, the work pieces shall be completed on

shelf trucks or on pallets and than they pass the production

process accompanied by manufacturing documents. Large size

of parts and corresponding weights of work pieces made the

use of cranes for various machines necessary. This way of

loading saves the backs of our workers, as well as the surfaces

of the work pieces. Thanks to the vacuum clamping systems

scratches and pressure marks became things of the past. 

Cleaning of partsCleaning of partsCleaning of partsCleaning of parts

Except for the existing cold cleaner washing machine we have

also a degreasing machine installed so that we can meet ever

toughening requirements to surfaces free of grease.

Compressed air supplyCompressed air supplyCompressed air supplyCompressed air supply

Our turnkey compressed air unit was modified (compressor,

boiler and dryer). As before there is a reserve compressor

available, which starts automatically if the main machine is

broken down or undergoing maintenance. 

Next newsletterNext newsletterNext newsletterNext newsletter

The next newsletter is expected in December 2013 with the

information about environmental control, particularly for those

clients having an environmental management system according

to ISO 14001.

Single item and batch production: 
completing items on shelf trucks

Degreasing machine for preparation of
subassemblies to soldering and welding

Failure safety: 2nd compressor for the
compressed air supply system
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